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teikin manufactures are sold to customers in all parts of the world in over 150
countries. its product list comprises piston rings (rings, valve springs, etc), spark

plugs, starter motors and many other parts. the teikin business operation has been
focused on the pistons and related products as the key part of engines, and has since
established worldwide distribution networks. teikin’s products are mainly intended for
domestic use, but are also sold to oems and aftermarket. you can find teikin in more

than 150 countries. teikin is a global manufacturer of engine components serving
both original equipment manufacturer and after market. it is based in jakarta,

indonesia, and is the only oem source for engine components, thus cater to the
rigorous demands of the various japanese, korean, american and european engine

applications. check for binding of pistons to the connecting rods (cracking) and
worn/damaged areas and replace. all connecting rods should be checked. examine
all areas of the engine for wear and replace damaged parts. clean the joint surfaces
prior to applying new material. check the camshaft cover to ensure it fits correctly.
check the rails on the crankcase for cracks and wear. clean the brake shoes. rings
teikin's rings are high-quality steel rings which are made by our highly-specialized

quality assurance systems. all rings can be precisely controlled to achieve the
desired dimensions and tolerances, offering protection to the walls of cylinders. the
hardness of teikin's rings is hrc 57-58. wires wires are made from tantalum, which

offers excellent bending characteristics and excellent tensile strength. they are used
for connecting the camshafts to the crankshaft, for connecting the crankcase to the

combustion chamber liner, and for connecting the pistons to the camshafts. wires are
also used for connecting the piston pins to the piston rings, for connecting the piston

rings to the piston crown and for connecting the piston rings to the piston.
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teikin cnc machined nylon nylite piston rings (w44) teikin nylite series is available for
all engines. it is ce, iso9001 and iso14001 certified. this series of nylon ring is
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designed to meet engine piston ring needs. the product,teikin's best selling series,
has gained great acceptance and is widely used in the automotive industry. nylite

comes in a wide variety of diameters and ring widths. from teikin, one of the world's
leading automotive piston ring manufacturers with over 45 years experience. teikin

cnc machined nitrile piston rings (w42) teikin nitrile series is available for all engines.
it is ce, iso9001 and iso14001 certified. this series of nitrile ring is designed to meet
engine piston ring needs. the product,teikin's best selling series, has gained great
acceptance and is widely used in the automotive industry. nitrile comes in a wide

variety of diameters and ring widths. from teikin, one of the world's leading
automotive piston ring manufacturers with over 45 years experience. teikin lubricant
resistant nitrile piston rings (w40) teikin nitrile series is available for all engines. it is

ce, iso9001 and iso14001 certified. this series of nitrile ring is designed to meet
engine piston ring needs. the product,teikin's best selling series, has gained great
acceptance and is widely used in the automotive industry. nitrile comes in a wide

variety of diameters and ring widths. from teikin, one of the world's leading
automotive piston ring manufacturers with over 45 years experience. 5ec8ef588b
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